
Sensera Systems’ professional monitoring service provides an extra layer 
of protection and peace of mind when used in combination with SiteWatch 
PRO cameras. These advanced cameras are equipped with motion detection 
sensors that trigger real-time alerts including images and/or video when a 
potential threat is perceived. Our certified professional monitoring agents 
then verify whether the threat is valid. Emergency services will be alerted if 
a threat is validated, ensuring your valuable assets are protected from theft 
and vandalism. False positives, such as animals crossing a project site or 
wind-induced motion in the detection zone, are dismissed without action.   

HOW SITECLOUD SECURITY MONITORING WORKS

SITECLOUD SECURITY MONITORING
Professional Monitoring Services

MONITOR
If motion is detected by your SiteWatch 

PRO security camera during your 

specified monitored service hours, 

a video clip of the potential threat 

will be sent to a certified monitoring 

professional for immediate review.
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RESPOND
Upon threat verification, the monitoring 

professional will take 1 of two pre-

determined actions:

Option #1: Contact the specified 

project contact for a decision whether 

to contact emergency services.

Option #2: Contact emergency 

services and specified project contact 

simultaneously.

Sensera Systems
This is Joe from Sensera Systems. 
We received your verified alarm 
and are dispatching emergency 
services to 1301 W. Colfax Ave. 
Golden, CO 80401.
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VERIFY
All potential threats are reviewed by a 

monitoring professional for validation. 

If a threat is verified, immediate action 

is taken. 

False positives are dismissed without 

further action.
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 HIGHLIGHTS

   Deter and prosecute theft and vandalism

   Comply with insurance builders risk requirements for site security

   Reduce downtime from stolen materials and equipment 

   UL Certified, CSAA Five Diamond central station. Multiple  
   central stations nationwide for redundancy

   NDAA compliant camera systems

SiteCloud Security-Monitoring is a simple monthly service you can enable to provide professional monitoring on  
SiteWatch-PRO3 cameras.  Configuration is simple and flexible, allowing you to set different schedules for day, 
night and weekends. 

SiteCloud Security-Monitoring is also compatible with existing DIY monitoring of SiteWatch-PRO3 cameras. This 
means your cameras can be configured to notify you during working hours, and law enforcement after hours. 

Both ‘threat’ and ‘non-threat’ events are logged in your SiteCloud account so you can review at any time.

Flexible, Reliable, Affordable

Sensera Systems’ SiteWatch PRO3 day/night site monitoring solution combines thermal, low-

light and color cameras with IR illumination, video analytics and 4G LTE communications in one 

integrated system. This portable smart camera is perfect for 24/7 monitoring capable of real-time 

alert notifications (pushed to your email or mobile device) and continuous video recording. All video 

analytics are executed inside the camera, and only video relating to actual events is sent to the 

cloud for archival and viewing. 

SiteWatch PRO3 Smart  
Security Camera
Up to 13 MP All-Weather Camera for Real-time Monitoring

74.9° Field
of View 

1080p Video 13 Megapixel
Images

512GB Onboard
Storage

512GB

High Dynamic
Range

HDR

Perfect for Night
Surveillance


